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Tribe is a powerful extension that helps you with managing all your
bookmarks. This extension allows you to organize, manage and delete
bookmarks quickly. You can also share your bookmarks with other
people. The extension is very easy to use and you can create new entries
as well as delete, sort or reorder the bookmarks. It is also possible to tag
each entry. The extension includes a long list of features that help you
with managing bookmarks. The extension displays a list of all the
bookmarks in a simple manner, offering different possibilities to sort
and filter the results. Besides, you can add new entries directly from the
chrome’s address bar and edit the bookmarks by accessing the context
menu. Also, the extension offers a detailed description of the
bookmarks. You can share your bookmarks with other people by posting
the link in your social networks and Google+ for example. However, the
extension has limitations. You cannot post a bookmark that you create in
the local storage to other people. Tribe is an extension that allows you to
manage your bookmarks. It supports Firefox and Chrome browsers and
also Mac OS X. Tribe Description: Google Keep is one of the best tools
to keep track of the most important tasks. You can use it to create to-do
lists, organize events, and capture your ideas in order to save them for
later reference. The extension is really simple to use since it has an
intuitive interface that allows you to create, edit, organize and share
notes. This tool enables you to share your notes with other people in
order to save the information for future reference. Google Keep
supports different platforms, such as Android, iOS, Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS X. Although it seems to be an Android-only application, it
is still possible to add notes to Google’s online storage. The extension is
now available for both Chrome and Firefox. Besides, it is also possible
to create notes directly from the extension. You have the possibility to
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use the search bar or open the context menu to edit a note. While editing
a note you can choose between different themes. You can share your
notes directly with other people by posting the link on social networks
like Facebook or Google+ or create an automatic calendar event for the
date and time. Furthermore, the extension has a nice feature that
provides you with the option to create a new note from the current
location. Google Keep is a useful tool for anyone who wants to keep
track of the
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The best notes browser that I've used thus far for capturing the text and
links I've found online. The ability to select text fragments and open in a
new tab is excellent. I think the lack of features is the biggest downside.
Grant Chouske February 01, 2019 8 This is a great notes browser for the
way I use it. The auto backup feature is extremely convenient and
helpful. I wish there was a way to make it open in a new tab instead of a
new window, but this has been a frequent request of my users and is on
the to-do list. Daniel Lockhart December 23, 2018 5 Nimbus Note is a
great notes browser that I use. The auto-backup feature is a great
addition. The ability to link notes is also a great feature. I would love to
be able to edit the tags for each note. Ioanna Pagoulias December 12,
2018 9 It's a very efficient tool for Chrome browser users. You can
select text fragments and add them to your notes. You can also share
your notes with other users or export them to a different format. Great
browser for taking notes while you are browsing the Internet. I really like
how it automatically backs up your notes. Maggie Schmitt November 01,
2018 9 Nimbus Note is a great extension for Chrome browser users. It is
a very practical notes browser and the auto-backup feature is an
excellent way to backup your notes. I would really like to see a way to
edit the tags of each note. The extension is very useful and it’s even
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better to use it with Evernote. I recommend you to install it. Harshit
September 28, 2018 8 Great notes browser that does exactly what you
need it to do! Simple to use and helpful for keeping track of what you
want to save. One suggestion would be to improve the way it works.
Having a tag section or a way to sort by tags would be nice. Abhishek
September 28, 2018 5 The extension is very helpful. It is a very practical
notes browser and you can take notes while you are browsing the
Internet. Katherine Donaldson September 26, 2018 5 Nimbus Note has a
simple user 77a5ca646e
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Nimbus Note is a practical tool for any user who wants to store text
notes in order to access them later. You can use this tool to capture
paragraphs and articles while you are browsing the Internet. While the
Internet is full of interesting and useful information, it is inevitable to
come across a piece of information that needs to be saved for later use.
While some users might simply launch Notepad and create a text
document, the Chrome browser can offer far better alternatives. Instead
of creating tens of text files on your hard drive, this extension enables
you to store the notes to an online account that can be accessed from any
computer. This allows you to add new entries while you are in your
office and read them at home or while you are on the road. The
extension is designed to automatically sync your notes in order to
provide you with the latest modifications, in case you decide to share the
account with your colleagues. In this case, you should organize the notes
in different folders by opening the extension’s main tab. To create a new
note you have the option to use the main tab, the selection button or the
context menu. The button that automatically appears after you select a
text seems to be the best solution since it offers all the formatting
options without opening a new tab. While editing a note you have the
possibility to change the font style and insert links in order to customize
the content. Unfortunately, we did not manage the set tags for each note
although the option is available. However, you can easily find a note by
using the search function. If you need to capture articles or text
fragments from a web page, Nimbus Note is able to organize them with
minimum effort. It features an intuitive interface and includes various
access means to accommodate the user needs. [Nimbus Note] Nimbus
Note is a practical tool for any user who wants to store text notes in
order to access them later. You can use this tool to capture paragraphs
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and articles while you are browsing the Internet. While the Internet is
full of interesting and useful information, it is inevitable to come across
a piece of information that needs to be saved for later use. While some
users might simply launch Notepad and create a text document, the
Chrome browser can offer far better alternatives. Instead of creating
tens of text files on your hard drive, this extension enables you to store
the notes to an online account that can be accessed from any computer.
This allows you to add new entries while you are in your office and read
them at

What's New in the Nimbus Note For Chrome?

Nimbus Note is a practical tool for any user who wants to store text
notes in order to access them later. You can use this tool to capture
paragraphs and articles while you are browsing the Internet. Since the
Internet is full of interesting and useful information, it is inevitable to
come across a piece of information that needs to be saved for later use.
While some users might simply launch Notepad and create a text
document, the Chrome browser can offer far better alternatives. Instead
of creating tens of text files on your hard drive, this extension enables
you to store the notes to an online account that can be accessed from any
computer. This allows you to add new entries while you are in your
office and read them at home or while you are on the road. The
extension is designed to automatically sync your notes in order to
provide you with the latest modifications, in case you decide to share the
account with your colleagues. In this case, you should organize the notes
in different folders by opening the extension’s main tab. To create a new
note you have the option to use the main tab, the selection button or the
context menu. The button that automatically appears after you select a
text seems to be the best solution since it offers all the formatting
options without opening a new tab. While editing a note you have the
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possibility to change the font style and insert links in order to customize
the content. Unfortunately, we did not manage the set tags for each note
although the option is available. However, you can easily find a note by
using the search function. If you need to capture articles or text
fragments from a web page, Nimbus Note is able to organize them with
minimum effort. It features an intuitive interface and includes various
access means to accommodate the user needs. FEATURES: *
Automatically sync your notes between all your computers * Read the
notes on any computer from any account * Create notes in the browser
and see them anywhere * Easily add or remove notes * Choose from the
wide range of fonts to display the notes in any color * Easily insert links
* Supported operating systems * Microsoft Edge is supported * Notes
are supported by all webpages * It is supported by all major browsers *
Open the extension’s main tab to edit or to create notes * Windows,
Linux, Mac * Use Chrome’s built-in browser notes * Use Notepad’s built-
in browser notes * Use Safari’s built-in browser notes * Use Firefox’s
built-in browser notes * With Chrome, you can also bookmark pages *
Support for mobile phones * Support for mobile Web * Export notes to
Evernote, OneNote, Pocket and Google Keep * Remove notes * Search
notes * Export notes in different formats * Import notes from the
extension * You can easily remove individual notes * You can
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System Requirements For Nimbus Note For Chrome:

Minimum Specifications: OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows
7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 or
equivalent Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: OpenGL version 2.0 or
higher Hard Drive: 64 MB available space Sound Card: DirectX
compatible DirectX: Version 9.0 Input Device: Keyboard, mouse
Recommended Specifications: Processor
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